Multix M: Tomography Set-up

1. Select Patient from RIS Study Worklist. Or manually enter patient information.

2. Lock the tube to transverse and longitudinal detents. The LEDs will light up when the tube is in the correct detent.

3. Adjust the vertical height to 45 inches (115cm) SID setting.

4. Select the correct tomography arc and fulcrum height, making certain the system locks into position.

5. Select the Tomography Tab and choose the correct OGP. Wait for the green “ready” screen before making an exposure.

6. You are now ready to make the exposure. The tube will move longitudinally and in the defined angle. Remember to change fulcrum height between exposures.

7. You are able to send individual images during the exam without ending the study. To do so, click the Send icon on the Organ Program Preview Screen.